
INTRODUCING 

FORMULUS
Redefine what is possible with the 
world’s only solution built specifically  
for formulations work 



For over a century, CAS 
has provided scientific 
solutions that have 
enabled progress around 
the globe.

We put people at the center of 
science to facilitate true innovation 
and empower discovery. By leveraging 
the skills of a diverse and dedicated 
team of scientists, we curate and 
intellectually enrich information that 
scientists, IP professionals, legal 
professionals, business strategists 
and patent examiners around the 
world rely on. 

CAS is your partner in discovery,  
and together, our research will  
fuel tomorrow.

OUR MOST  
ANTICIPATED CONCEPT  
IN OVER A DECADE
Formulus—the key to advancing your 
company’s work and competitive edge

As the world’s only solution built specifically for formulations 
work, Formulus represents never-before-seen content and 
functionality to serve everyone in the formulations workflow. 

The all-new content base has been curated from hundreds of 
journals, dozens of patent offices and various other sources. 
Complete formulations have been constructed from their 
fragments within documents, then analyzed and indexed for 
optimal searchability. One formulation provides all the 
information you need. No more false positives. No more 
hunting through documents. The novel search interface has 
been designed specifically for formulations work to intuitively 
and efficiently serve your needs.
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 “CAS, please help 
us. Current tools 
are too difficult, too 
time-consuming, 
and too risky.”
–IP professionals

YOU ARE  
OUR INSPIRATION

You and your work are our 
inspiration and guiding force. 
We rethought everything  
from the ground up to create  
a solution that truly meets  
your needs and alters the 
limitations of work done today.

 “...a meaningful search over 
the whole of the claimed 
scope is impossible.”
–Patent examiners

 “We need to find 
new intersections 
of different 
concepts from 
which to innovate.”
–R&D professionals
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FIND

Find increasingly elusive new intersections of 
concepts from which to innovate and move your 
work forward.

UNDERSTAND

Understand trends and marketplace evolution to  
gain a high-level perspective of the industry’s 
changing landscape and a competitive edge.

APPLY

Discover new areas to apply existing IP for quick 
wins and significant revenue gains.

Fueled by an all-new content base, Formulus 
eliminates the need to search through mounds of 
irrelevant results and piece together document 
fragments—leaving time to do the work you and 
your organization thrive on. 

Simple yet sophisticated, Formulus’ interface 
enables efficient exploration and pinpoint 
narrowing of information, saving time and 
eliminating compromises.

CAS has redefined what is possible by 
developing a solution that serves the 
ever-evolving needs of your business

IMAGINE  
THE POSSIBILITIES

ACCOMPLISH  
WITH CONFIDENCE

EMBRACE  
EXTRAORDINARY 
POTENTIAL
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• Agrochemical

• Pharmaceutical

• Biotech

• Cosmetics & wellbeing

• Food & beverage

• Consumer goods

• Diversified chemical

• Polymers, paints & coatings

• Tire & rubber

• Petroleum & gas

• Automotive

• Aerospace & defense

• And more

COMPREHENSIVE  
CONTENT FOR  
DIVERSE NEEDS

INDUSTRIES TO BE SERVED



“This is a straightforward way to present it—helps 
de-convolute complex claims that appear in patents 

with a more organized platform for a quick 
assessment of whether there is overlap between what 
I have and what someone else is claiming they have.”

– Formulations scientist

“Great to have fields broken down for someone who 
isn’t trained as a scientist.” 

– IP attorney

“If you’ve read through all the long patents with lots of 
claims, that is a lot of real estate to cover. This would 

really narrow it down.”
– Legal professional

“It’s logical and laid out in a way most examiners 
would like… there is a lot of need for this product”

– Former patent examiner

We tested our solution with hundreds of formulations 
professionals around the globe and across industries.

Here’s what they had to say.

Uncover the potential of  
missed opportunities.

Capture insights from work  
done by others.

See the marketplace and  
players clearly.

Trust in information  
and recommendations.
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CONSIDER WHAT  
CANNOT BE 
MEASURED
Stop wasting precious time on 
laborious and risky tools, and 
start spending it creating value 
that was once impossible



REDEFINE YOUR 
FORMULATIONS  
WORK WITH  
FORMULUS

Contact us to learn more at 
formulus@cas.org


